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ABSTRACT 

Charge developed at the output of a nuclear event detector, 

as a result of event occurrence and leakage, is digitally extracted 

from the detector 1 s output to maintain balance and to serve as a 

means of conversion of event-liberated charge to a digital number. 

The quantity of charge extracted to maintain balance is metered 

and converted to a train of pulses, each of which represents the 

extraction of a discrete amount of charge. By processing these 

pulses, information can be derived relating to real-event energies, 

rate of occurrence of events, time relationships of event. occur-

ences, and background. Early numerical conversion of event-

liberated charge, elimination of the need for processing of analog 

signals, the digital nature of the converted information (which lends 

itself to more efficient transmission and processing), and the 

greater spectrometer simplicity achieved are all advantages. 
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Introduction 

The charge liberated by the interaction of radiation or charged 

particles in a nuclear detector is extracted ("run down11
) and converted 

directly to a digital number, eliminating the need for separate resto

ration of :lnput charge and further. processing of the analog signal. 

By applying digital feedback to the output of a nuclear detector 
I ' 

so that charge balance can be maintained, charge liberated as a re

sult of detecting nuclear events or from detector or input leakage, is 

extracted and digitized .. 

This early conversion of charge into a nmnber eliminates the 

necessity of converting event-produced charge to a voltage pulse, am-

plifying this pulse through an amplifier system h;:wing high stability, 

good linearity, and rigid control of band-pass, and finally measuring 

the amplitude of the amplified pulse by means of an elaborate pulse-

height analyzer. 

In the digital scheme described, there is little dependence upon 

integrator or amplifier stability, linearity, or band pass, since the 

integrator and amplifier serve solely as a means of amplifying input 

charge unbalance, and the familiar functions of integration and differ-

entiation are handled digitally by controlling rebalance time, by time 

averaging, and by numerical background subtraction . 

Application of this digital approach to remotely located scien-

tific data- sensing monitors such as would be used in space probes 

or unmanned pollution-monitoring stations, seems quite attractive 
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because of its simplicity, low weight, low power requ; rement, and 

compatibility with direct transmission of u~cful digita J data. 

Basic Digital Nucle;tr Spectrometer 

As shown by the block diagram of the basic digital nuclear spec

trometer (fig.' 1), the output of the nuclear event detector is attached 

to the input of a current integrator and also to a charge extractor. 

Conne~ted to the output of the integrator is a logic circuit, which con

tinually maintains ].ntegrator i.n,put charge balance by controlling the 

a~ount of digital f~edback applied to the int ~grator input by means of 

the charge extractor attached to it. A digit ::tl output, proportional to 

extracted charge, . is also developed in this logic circuit and is sent 

along to a data processor for information extraction. 

At the input of the· spectrometer, current flows out of the detec

tor as a result of event-liberated charge and detector leakage. Cur

r~nt also flows out across the gate-drain junction of the integrator's 

input fi.eld-effect transistor (FET), since it is reverse biased with 

respect to the detector. Current can also flow out through the charge 

extractor upon command from the logic circuitry. Normally current 

flow through the charge extractor is quite low, being only at a digital 

rate necessary for extraction of that part of the current (sup.plied by 

the detector), that does not. flow out through the FET. 

Upon occurre·nce of a nuclear even,t in the detector; there is an 

abrupt change in detector charge level. This charge shift results in an 

output potential unbalance of the integrator. The logic circuit attached 

1'. 
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to the integrator senses this rapid change and allows digital extraction 

of input charge at the maximum rate of the local clock used to synchro-

A) 

) nize and originate rundown commands to the charge extractor. Infor-

mation relating to the start and termination of real-event rundown, is 

contained in the spacing of the digital output signals, since during the 

time of rundown charge-extraction intervals have their minimum spacing, 

which is equal to 1/f of the clock frequency. During rundown a train of 

pulses proportional in number to the event-produced charge, plus leak-· 

age charge, is developed and sent to the data processor. 

Data Processor 

Information corning from the output of the basic digital nuclear 

spectrometer is contained in the number and spacing of its pulses. 

The data processor must examine this inforrnation and convert it to 

useful data. Mariy types of information may be stripped frorn the avail-

able digital input data. These are data on total radiation, energy of 

individual events, number of events, time relationships of events, and 

background. 

The data processor used to demonsu:ate the feasibility of direct 

digital input conversion (shown in fig. 2) was designed only to deter-

mine individual nuclear-event energies. This processor consists of 

• a programmer, an up-down accmnulator, a·nd a mernory and display 

unit. Digital signals entering from the basic digital nuclear s pee-

trmneter are delayed before entering the up-down accurmlator, to 

allow the start of the accumulator's prograrnrner before arrival at the 

accumulator of digital inforrnation relating to a real event. 
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Undelayed digital signals simultaneously enter the accumulator 

programmer and are used to initiate the accumul~tion of real-event 

data. Upon the occurrence of a real event, the spacing between digital 

feedback intervals synchronizes to the clock freq~ency and causes ini

tiation of an accumulator program of reset, sum, subtract, and read

out. This program is shown in fig. 3 with integrator rundown. The 

"subtract" portion of the accumulator's program ensues only after run

down termination has been sensed by an increase in the time spacing 

of the digital feedback intervals. An equal time ensues following event 

rundown; then information relating only to background is numerically 

subtracted from the real-event-plus- background information already 

accumulated during the sum portion of the cycle. A digital up-down 

scaler driven at the clock frequency is used to automatically equalize 

sum and subtract times by allowing countup during summing and count

down to zero during subtraction. Upon completion of the sum and 

subtract portions of the cycle, a read interval occurs wherein informa

tion contained in the accumulator is transferred to a readout device or 

memory. 

Charge Extraction 

To handle the low charge levels. developed from nuclear detec

tors a low-input-leakage active integratorfollowed by a gain-of-20 

amplifier is used to amplify detector unbalance. To sense unbalance 

an integrated circuit differential comparator is employed. Its output 

is used to control the digital charge extractor, which maintains 

v 
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input balance. Digital extraction of input event or leakage charge is 

by means ofpulsed light-radiation stimulation of the input FET's gate-

drain junction. This technique has been described earlier by Kandiah 

1 et al. Light- radiation stimulation is also applied to the nuclear event 

detector to insure a detector leakage greater than that of the input FET, 

so that continuous input balance is possible. Light- radiation stimula-

tion is accomplished through the use of light- emitting diodes (LED's) 

in which light radiation induces charge- pair production in the p-n 

junction regions of the detector or the input FET. in much the same 

manner as charge-pair production occurs during event detection in a 

silicon detector. The LED employed for charge extraction is driven 

digitally at constant current by the rebalance logic circuitry, and the 

LED, employed for average balance, is driven from a direct current 

source. 

Performance Tests 

In the performance tests made, resolution suffered mainly as 

a result of long event-digitizing time. Resolution was limited by low-

frequency vibration modulation of the detector-input assembly, which 

had a period close to the digitizing period used. A clock rate of 500 

kHz was employed for synchronizing rundown . 

Figure 4 displays the digitizing operation of the input integra-, 

tor during actual rundown, and the lower trace shows the periods of 

summing. and ·subtracting used during data: processing. The horizontal 

scale is 200 tJ.Sec/ em. 
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For an actual performance test, a silicon x-ray detector was 

. . . -57 
used to detect they-ray energies from a . Co source. The spectrum 

produced is shown in fig. 5. Although the ~ 2-keV resolution per

formance 'obtained for the 122-keV y-ray peak cannot be considered as 

excellent, it is certainly not bad for an initial try. Better future res-

elution should certainly result from more rapid digitization and greater 

charge extraction accuracy. The greatest future effort should be di-

reded towards improving extractor measuring accuracy. 

It should be apparent that the underlying principles of this new 

approach can be applied to any scientific study in which current or 

charge must be measured. The technique described was in fact de-

veloped, originally for application to electrochemical studies, but be-

cause of its many advantages it should find application to other types 

of studies. 

• 
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Figu,r.e Captions 

Fig. f. Basic digital nudea.r spectrometer. ·. ~ . 

Fig. 2. ·nata accumulator. 

Fig. 3. Accumula~or program: 

Fig. 4. Integrator rundown. 

Fig. 5. Gamma spectrum of s?c . o. 
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Fig. 5 
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